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Modeling Biological Systems

§ Modeling for biology is very complex problem
§ Many variables and reactions
§ Local interactions, emergent global behavior
§ Multi-scale data, phenomena
§ Combination of quantitative and qualitative data

§ We recently used data refinement to model
biological systems
§ Could not handle big models due to combinatorial explosion
§ Number of events increased significatly in different refinement steps
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Our Current Approach

§ We demonstrate how a particular modeling feature of Event-B – the 
common mathematical function – enables us to significantly reduce 
the concrete model’s sizes.

§ The relation between the abstract and the concrete forms of a 
reactant is captured with a function

§ This enables us to model the concrete reactions more elegantly and 
concisely, and as a result, the total number of events in the refined 
model is reduced significantly.
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Modeling metabolic networks in Rodin

§ Metabolic networks can be seen as sets of biochemical reactions

§ A reaction can be written as a rewriting rule of the form

§ To build an Rodin model for a given metabolic network, we choose as 
the set of variables of the model that of the species of metabolic network

§ Each reaction of the metabolic network will be modeled in Event-B 
through an event
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The general form of a Rodin model 
corresponding to a metabolic network



Example: Binding Event

§ For example, we have a reaction (bind) of type:

A + B → AB
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Refinement: Binding Event

§ Further assume the A reactant is to be refined into two special cases, A0 and A1.

gluing1: gluing2: 
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Example: Dimer Event

§ For example, We have a reaction (bind) of type:

A + A → AA
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Refinement: Binding Event

§ Further assume the A reactant is to be refined into two special cases, A0 and A1.

gluing1: gluing2: 
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§ We model two biological systems using refinement in Rodin:

Ø Heat Shock Response Model

Ø ErbB Signalling Pathway Model

Case studies
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The heat shock response

§ The heat shock response is a primordial defense mechanism against 
protein misfolding. It is a key cellular response against thermal (and 
other types of) stresses.

§ We model all the reactions of molecular model for the heat shock 
response. 

§ We also introduce refinement for those reactions where heat shock
factor is involved and model those reactions as well

Case studies



The molecular model for the 
eukaryotic heat shock response
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HSF+HSF        -> HSF2

HSF2 -> HSF+HSF
HSF+HSF2          -> HSF3

HSF3 -> HSF+HSF2 

HSF3+HSE       -> HSF3:HSE
HSF3:HSE        -> HSF3+HSE
HSF3:HSE        -> HSF3:HSE+HSP

HSP+HSF        ->   HSP:HSF
HSP:HSF         ->   HSP+HSF
HSP+HSF2           ->  HSP:HSF+HSF
HSP+HSF3           ->  HSP:HSF+2HSF
HSP+HSF3:HSE ->HSP:HSF+2HSF+HSE

PROT                -> MFP
HSP+MFP          -> HSP:MFP
HSP:MFP            -> HSP+MFP
HSP:MFP            -> HSP+PROT

HSP                   à 0



Refinement for HSR Model

§ Once hsrmodel is build, we refined all compounds comprising hsf

§ We perform the refinement counting the number of hsf constituents of the 
complex

§ We completed the refinement in Event-B through 5 successive refinements: for 
hsf, then for hsf2, then for hsf3, then for hsf3:hse, and finally for hsp:hsf
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Old Refinement Approach
hsf refinement
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Refined Reaction

Initial Reaction

After the first refinement, the model got from 17 events to 30 events

𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑔: 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓(") + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓($) = ℎ𝑠𝑓



Old Refinement Approach: hsf2 refinement
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𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑔: 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%
(") + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%

($) + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%
(%) = ℎ𝑠𝑓%

We continued similarly with all the other events and 
the other 3 refinements and ended up with 57 events 
in the final refined model.



Current Aproach
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Initial Reaction Refined Reaction

𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑔: 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓(") + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓($) = ℎ𝑠𝑓
𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑔: 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%

(") + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%
($) + 𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑓%

(%) = ℎ𝑠𝑓%



Model Statistics 

§ For hsr model, number of events were reduced to 17 events from 
57 events in the final model.

§ For the ErbB model, number of events were reduced to 242 events 
from 1320 events in the final model.
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Conclusions

§ In this paper, we propose a modeling method that uses common 
mathematical concept of function to avoid combinatorial explosion. 

§ Our proposal is to go more abstract (‘higher-level’) and replace each 
species to be refined by a function defined on the constant set of all 
the subspecies.

§ This simple artifact lets us express almost all the complexity in the 
event guards, where we can have many cases and combinations of 
parameters.
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